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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS FOR 

AGENCIES AND COMMISSIONS 

PMSD, Office of the Chief of Staff, Bo, 26
th
-28

th
 August 2015. 

Participants – various Agencies and commissions 

Day 1 - 26
th
 August 2015 

1. Introduction 

The workshop started at 9:30am prompt with individual silent prayers from members present. Mr 

Komba, Senior Performance Coordinator, Performance Management Service Directorate (PMSD), 

started the 3-day Workshop.  The essence of the workshop was to acquaint Agencies and 

Commissions who submitted their PTT, Managerial Matrix and Project tracker to PMSD with a view 

to signed Performance Contracts with the President, to know exactly what is needed from them and to 

understand that the Performance Tracking Table (PTT) is result based.   Director PMSD, Abdul 

Rahman Sowa, led the workshop, which was interactive.  Participants were encouraged to ask 

questions in areas where they needed clarifications. 

On that note the Chairman for the 3-day Workshop Mr Abdul Rahman Sowa, Director PMSD 

reiterated the fact that Performance Contract is based on the principle of Result-Based Management – 

a system that integrates strategy, people, resources, processes and measurement to improve decision-

making, transparency and accountability. Going forward, the Performance Contract is not about the 

President but rather the country and “if people don’t change, changes will change them”. Therefore 

institutions should not overlook the Performance Contract but rather take it seriously.  

2. Sectors 

Furthermore he said that, individual Agencies/Commissions are performing better as a unit, but their 

performance in the sector is not encouraging. On that note Mr Sowa informed participants that the 

various Agencies/Commissions have been categorised into five distinct sectors: 

 Public Administration, 

  Growth, 

  Social Services/Human Development, 

  Physical Infrastructure/Energy and  

 Governance, Justice/Security.  

The sectors and their respective Agencies/Commissions together with their leaders (in italics) are 

categorized below: 

I. Public Administration: National Revenue Authority (NRA), Public Service 

Commission (PSC), Public Sector Reform Unit (PSRU), Statistics Sierra Leone 

(SSL), Ombudsman, National Public Procurement Authority (NPPA), Sierra Leone 

Standards Bureau (SLSB), Bank of Sierra Leone (BSL).  

(Leader: Haja Kallah Kamara, Commissioner General, NRA.) 

 

II. Growth Sector: National Minerals Agency (NMA), Sierra Leone Investment and 

Export Promotion Agency (SLIEPA), Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority 

(SLCAA), National Tourist Board (NTB), Sierra Leone Produce Marketing Company 

(SLPMC). 

(Leader: Mr Raymond Kia Gbekie, Chief Executive, SLIEPA) 
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III. Social Service/Human Development: Sierra Leone Water Company (SALWACO), 

National Telecommunications Commission (NATCOM), Sierra Leone National 

Shipping Company (SLNSC), Sierra Leone Port Authority (SLPA), Guma Valley 

Water Company (GVWC), Sierra Leone Airport Authority (SLAA), National Social 

Security and Insurance Trust(NASSIT), Sierra Leone Roads Transport Cooperation 

(SLRTC), National Commission for Social Action (NaCSA), Sierra Leone Postal 

Services (SALPOST), National Youth Commission (NAYCOM). 

(Leader: Mr Ali Badara Mansaray, Commissioner, NaCSA) 

 

IV. Physical Infrastructure/Energy: Sierra Leone Roads Authority (SLRA), Road 

Maintenance Fund, Sierra Housing Cooperation (SALHOC), Energy Generation and 

Transmission Company (EGTC), Energy Distribution and Supply Company (EDSA). 

(Leader: Mrs Buya Kamara, Manager, SALHOC) 

 

V. Governance, Justice and Security: Sierra Leone Maritime Authority (SLMA), 

National Commission for Democracy (NCD), Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA), Sierra Leone Police (SLP), Office of National Security (ONS), Immigration, 

Sierra Leone Roads Safety Authority (SLRSA), Sierra Leone Correctional Services 

(SLCS), RSLAF. 

(Leader: Mr Ishmeal Tarawallie, National Security Coordinator, ONS) 

Furthermore, following the categorization of the sectors, sector Agencies/Commissions met and chose 

their leaders (already highlighted above) that are going to be responsible for coordinating the 

activities of the Sector by organising meetings and reporting to the Chief of Staff on quarterly basis. 

On that note Mr Sowa suggested that Sector Leaders should meet at the end of the Workshop to 

acquaint themselves and to take note of the Heads of the various institutions within the sector as they 

are the ones that would be meeting and taking decisions on behalf of the sector. He also noted that the 

sectors should be thinking of drawing up their Terms of Reference (TOR) and the Chief of Staff 

would hold a meeting with the Heads of the various sectors at State House when they returned to 

Freetown at a date to be communicated to them. 

 

3. Performance Management Tools 

 

In addition Mr Sowa stressed the importance of the Performance Management Tools (PTT, 

Managerial Matrix, Project Tracker, and Service Charter) and took his time to explain the significance 

of these tools to participants. 

 

SERVICE DELIVERY CHARTER: He pointed out that the Service Delivery Charter is a public 

document that provides the necessary information for citizens to know about the services Public 

Agency/Department renders.  

More so he said that Service Charter is now a mandatory tool that is now part of the “No Bribe 

Campaign” implemented by the Millennium Challenge Coordinating Unit (MCCU) and the 

Performance Tracking Table (PTT). 

 

PERFORMANCE CONTRACT: On the issue of the Performance Contract signed by some Heads 

of Agencies/Commissions, the Chairman said that one of the objectives of the Performance Contract 

among others is about increasing efficiency and productivity across MDAs.  

He continued to say that the Performance Tracking Table (PTT) is a result oriented tool that for so 

long agencies are not getting it right in terms of filling it and that the report is not meeting the 

strategic issues (Strategic Plan) of the institutions. He furthered that, quite often, institutions 

concentrate on process outcomes rather than results; lack of baseline; activities are not measurable; 

the language of communication is at times not clear, as the use of technical words should be broken 

down. He advised to write things that are verifiable and have been accomplished but not just the 
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activity that is going to be performed. In other words the activities are to be measurable with evidence 

to justify their accomplishment. More so the activities have to be well sequenced. 

Finally, the Chairman informed the workshop that the report should be addressed to the Chief of Staff 

and sent in at the end of every quarter, 15
th
 day of the new quarter as the deadline for sending the 

report of the previous quarter.  

 

DAY 2 -27
TH

August 2015 

Following the deliberations of the previous day, presentations on both the PTT and Service Delivery 

Charter formed the climax of the second day. Thereafter Agencies/Commissions were given three 

minutes to talk about the achievements of their institutions since January to date in the full coverage 

of the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Cooperation (SLBC). Participants were also informed to ask 

questions and suggest solutions to the individual presentations. 

 

4. Co-ordination and Co-operation across MDAs 

Going forward and by extension Mr Komba, Senior Performance Coordinator, PMSD said that what 

is lacking across MDAs is coordination and cooperation. He said that according to the President 

“when officials work well together, they can transform the lives of citizens. When they fail to work 

together they can squander huge opportunities to improve on the lives of citizens and the country”.  

He said therefore successful collaboration and co-ordination requires all of us at every level to 

respond flexibly, energetically, cooperatively and selflessly to the demands of a particular challenge at 

that time.  

He went on to define co-ordination as “the organisation of the different elements of a complex body or 

activities so as to enable them to work together effectively”. He went on to state categorically that co-

ordination is a key challenge in the governance of our country and therefore we should pay attention 

to inter-agency co-ordination as well as intra-agency co-ordination across MDAs. He advised that if 

MDAs could co-ordinate well that would be a prerequisite for the success of the Agenda for 

Prosperity, as no one can do it alone. Furthermore Mr Komba stated that in order to improve on inter- 

and intra- agency co-ordination is to remove the red tape and spread the red carpet.   

In his analysis he used animal symbols to represent inhibitions to co-ordination and co-operation 

across Government. In other words, obstacles are present in co-ordination by some people behaving 

like peacocks, turtles, dogs, giraffes, snakes etc.  

Finally, he said what they would like to see across MDAs in terms of co-ordination is the ant 

behaviour. As ants are one of the most organised creations ever, they work together to arrive at the 

desire goal and they always cooperate and help each other when they are in difficulties. At the end of 

the workshop weight were given on the different types of coordination, with most participants agreed 

that inter-agency coordination 70% is lacking among MDAs and intra- getting the least weight of 

30%. 

 

Day 3 -28
th
 August 2015 

Mr Sowa, Director PMSD proposed some resolutions about co-ordination which was discussed in the 

previous session and requested participants to submit their Strategic Plans and Service Delivery 

Charter. He said that most things that are normally included in the Strategic Plan are not really 

strategic and they don’t add value to the institution. He promised to send feedback to all those who 

have submitted their Strategic Plan, Service Delivery Charter and PTT.  
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Going forward he reminded participants that all those who have received their Performance Contract 

should return their half yearly report by the 11
th

 September 2015 to PMSD/OCOS. 

Service Delivery Charter 

He re-iterated the definition of the Service Delivery Charter and catalogued some of the importance 

and rationale of the Service Delivery Charter through a power point presentation. He emphasized that 

a Service Charter should make provisions for complaints from the users.  

He continued by stating that a highly motivated and trained frontline staff should be given the 

responsibility to handle complaints or grievances from the public and should be empowered to redress 

grievances at the first contact.  

Overall he said that a Service Delivery Charter should be essential, accurate, timely and installed at 

the right place. 

 

Managerial Matrix 

Mr Sowa pointed out that the Managerial Matrix accounts for greater part of the assessment scores of 

the institution and can be administered without money. He went on to discuss each and every element 

of the Managerial Matrix and explain to participants by giving examples of how to fill the Matrix. 

According to him, targets in terms of percentages should be realistic. 

 

Project Tracker 

Among the other Performance Management tools, he said that the Project Tracker is the most 

important because it gives the honest assessment of the institution. Also, he discussed each and every 

element of the Project Tracker with a lot of emphasis on the relevance and budget of the project. He 

said that the “Relevance” section of the Project Tracker should be defined clearly and normally it 

should come from the State Opening of Parliament (SOP), Agenda for Prosperity or the institution’s 

mandate. He advised that all monies spent, there should be a thorough explanation on the Budget 

section of the Project Tracker. He implored participants especially Agencies/Commissions to pay 

attention to the budget and the status of the project, like he had earlier on noted, that the Project 

Tracker gives the honest assessment of the institution. 

 

Faithfully submitted  

PSRU  

(represented by Alpha Charles, Gibril Bangura, Idrisss Koroma) 

 


